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1 Introduction 

Thin cosmic strings are known t~ gh·e rise to remarkable gravitational effects. They do 

not affect immediately the local gco111cl1·y of a sp_ace-time manif!)ld but change'instead 

its global properties. Placing the origin of the p'olar coordinate system on the string axis, 

one reveals a deficit 2ir(l :... o) of the polar angle cp [1]. Thus, riear the stdng world sheet 
·' . . . ' .... 

E the space looks like the di~ect product C0 x E where C~ is the conical space with the 

corresponding ranging of the angle O S: cp S: 2iro: 

This peculiarity results in the interesting quantum effects which have been studied for 

both simple cones [2} and around c~smic strings (3]. Spaces with analogous_ featu~es appe_ar 

also in the other important phy~ical applications. The well-known.example is the orbifolds 

occurring in th: string compactifl~ations (,'1}- A similar set of spaces, called conifolds,· has 

been proposed: to generalize· the hist.ori,;s. included in Euclidean functional integrals in 
I . ' , ·. , . ·, '.' 

quantum gravity [5}. Finally, much attcul.ion has b'cen paid recently to conical defects in 
. . 

connection with thermodynamics in the p~·escnce of black-h~le. [6}, [7) and co~mological 

[8] ho~z~ns, where. th~ co~ical angle o is associat~d with ·th~ inverse temper.;_ture of ; 

system. 

_One should also point out a number of mathematical r~sults. F~i instanc~, the gener~l 

theory of the Laplace and heat lfernel operators on such a kind of cones has beeri developed 
. . . . ,• -

in [9] -a~d an explicit form of the DeWitt-Schwinger coefficients has been found out in . . 

some. cases [10]. As well m~ny works· were devoted to the functional determinants and 

zeta-function on the different types of orbifolds [11). 
. . ~ -

0~: the other hand, a consistent descripti<;>n of the geometrical quantities .;_nd invariarit • · 

functionals of the metric on the conical d~fects seems to:be absent. To elu_cidate this prob

lem, l~t us remind that a cone is everywhere flat spa:ce (like ;h~ plane) except. the tip where . 
' > • ' ' ' ' 

its curvature Ris singular. Obviously, calculations by means of the standard formulas· 

. of the· Riemanniart geomctr/cannot reve~l ti1is dclta-lik; s)ngularity, and other methods 

must be used· to get a. cor~ect result. One of these, based on topological arguments, was 

. suggested ~any years ago by Sokolov and Stai-obinsky [12) for ~;idiU:ensio~~l co~es an,d 

used recently in high:er dim~nsions -in (13]: H~wcver, an approach like that does riot seem 
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to be quite satisfactory. It only concerns computation of the scalar curvature, saying noth

ing about components of the Riemann tensor, and faces difficulties under generalization 

to arbitrary invariant functionals. 

In this paper, we consider a more natural recipe how to handle singularities with a 

particular topology C0 x E and use it in the relevant examples. The co~r~sponding mani

folds will be denoted by M 0 • This-method is ta. replace the singular space by a sequence 

of regular manifolds. All the integral invariants are then well-defined, and final results are 

obtained when the regularization is _taken off. Some aspects of such a regularization have 

already been discussed in the literature (see, for instance, [5], [14), [15)) and we represent 

its further development: . Thus, we' show that although arbitrary curvature polynomials 

in such a procedure turn out to be divergent and depend on regularization,· some specific 

integral quantities can be finite and have the _strict mathematical meaning. We make use 

of this fact to derive a number of new results of both mathematical and physical interest. 

The paper is organized as follows. The regularization method is· described in s~ction -

2. Its features are discussed in detail for two-dimensional cones where the regularization' . 

ambiguity and the structure of the integral of .R2 and Polyakov-Liouvill~-;i:ction are inves

tigated. Then, the t~chnique and results ~e extended for the higher di~ensional cases. 

We ev.11luate the components of the Riemann tensor on Ma- ax'id give\xa.rnpl~s of the 

functionals being quadratic in the curvature. 

A number of consequences and applications is presented in the second part of the 

paper, in section 3, which' starts with the discussion of the generalized variational prin

ciple on a class of spaces i,ncluding M 0 • Then, we analyze the higher order curvatur~ 

polynomials that can be defined on M 0 • An i~p~rtant example is the Euler ch~racter

istics 'and Hirtzebruch signature of M 0 for. which 'tii'e explicit integral representation is 

found. Also the Lovelock gravity turns out t~ be: strictly ·defined o~ the manifolds with 

conical singularities and we give the corresponding gen~ralization of the Love~ock action 

and equations. Finally, using our technique, we calc~late th; black hole entropy in· the 

higher derivative gravity and in quantum 2-di~ensional models. This is based on a direct 

statistical-mechanical derivation of the entropy in the'Gibbons-Hawking approach gener

alized to the singular manifolds and gives the same results as in the other methods. Some 

technical moments are clarified in Appendix A. 
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The method 

A. Twc,-dimensional cones 

A.1. Integral curvature 

The method.is worth illustrating when M,. is a two-dimensional space with topology,_ 

of the. cone C,.·. Then its metric reads 

ds2 = e"(dp2 +p2d<f}) = e"ds& (2.1} 

where ,dsb is the.line element on Ca, ef> runs from Oto 27l"a,_and the conformal factor a is 

ass11,II1ed to. ha".e the following t:Xpansion in the vicinity of p = 0: 

•
1 

' 2 4 , 
a = a1p + a2p + ... (2.2) 

In general, a1 and a2 can be functions of the angle ef, and a possible constant term in (2.2) 

can be absorbed by redefinition of p. 
• ,.· , t·:·1 .,.,, ' ' 

._Due to asymptotics, (2.2), the sing1:1larity comes out only from the conical metric 

dsb. Hence, to understand how to introduce the regularization of M,,, consider an em-
, , ,, .!, "''\ ·, •, • 

bedding of C,. in.3:dimensional(pseudo)Euclidean space. It can be given by ~quations 
. . . . . 

x = apcos(ef>/a), y = apsin(ef>/a), z = ~p, that define the su~face 

z2 - 11 - a2l(x2 +y2) = 0 
a2 z?O (2.3) 

Obviously, if a f 1, there is. a singularity at z ·= 0 where one cannot introduce the tangent .. , '. ' .. , ' 

space and calculate the curvature in the usual way. 
,. ' ., ' • 1. 

It is easy to "roll ofP' th~ cone tip if going from C,. to a surface C,. with the equation z = 
1 • • , ·,, ··, '.' ,··, 'i, '• : .·; , , \ , . • 

~f(p,a) where f(p,a)·is a smooth function and a is a regularization parameter .. ,._ ·,, \. .· ' ·. .;, ·,. ' 

such that lim,. ... o f = p. So far as for C,. the function z has a minimum at p = 0, this 

should also be valid for fin.the case of the regularized surface. Thus, the only additional 

co~dition on f (p, a) is 8pflp=o = 0 and the line element on Ca can be written as 

ds~ = udp2 + p2def,2 , u = a 2 + (1 - a 2)(!;)2 

;4 ;t'j ') 
" 
~ 
! ;, 

(2.4) 

.... 

,, 

"' ! 

f' 

where the function u has the following asymptotics 

ulp=O = a 2 
j ulP>>a = 1 (2.5} 

The simplest example of the regularization is that corresponding to the change of C,. to a 

hyperbolic space 

11 a21 z2 _ ---(x2 + y2) = 02 
a2 z?0 

d
2 p2+22 

Sil= a Cl' 2 p2+a2 dp +p2d4>2 

(2.6} 

(2.7) 

Instead of the singular manifold (2.1} one can use now the regularized space .M,. with 

topology of C,.. To proceed, it is convenient to represent the scalar curvature on it in the 

form 

R = e_,, Re - e-" □ca (2.8). 

where Re and De are the curvature and Laplace operator defined with respect to metric 

(2.4). Then, by taking into account the form of the regularized volume element d11 = 
e" ,/ii.pdpdef> and asymptotics (2.5), one can evaluate. the integral curvature on ,\A 0 

1 100 loo 12,ra 
_ R = 21l"a dpu~u-i - · .jupdpd</> □ca= 

Mo o o o 

10012"" 471"(1 - a) -
0 0 

.jupdpd</> □ca (2.9) 

The conical metric results in the first term in the r. h. s. in (2.9) which does not depend 

on the regularization. The dependence on u appears only in th~ second "volume" term in 

(2.9), but the latter .turns out to be finite in the limit when regularization is taken off and 

it coincides with integral curvature computed in the standard way on the smooth domain 

M,./E of M,.. (Let us remind that E denotes the singular set that is the point p = 0 in 

the given case.) Thus, in the limit a--+ 0 one has from (2.9) 

_ Jim f_ R = 471"(1 - a}+ / R 
Ma-+Ma }Ma }Ml,/E 

(2.10) 

When in the region M,./E the curvature R equals to zero, l'quation (2.10) reproduces the 

formula by Sokolov and Starobinsky [12]. This result does not depend on the concrete 

behaviour of the regularization function u, which can be shown to be a consequence of the 
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Gauss-Bonnet theorem relating the integral curvature in two dimensions with the Euler 

characteristics. A more deep discussion of this point will be given in section 3. 

So far as only singular point p = 0 can give rise to the first term in (2.10), one can 

introduce a local representation for the curvature on M 0 

(o)R = 2(1 - a) .S(p) + R 
a 

(2.11) 

where S(p) is the delta-function normalized as 

100 .S(p)pdp = 1 

In applications one also needs to handle with the higher order; curvature polynomials or 

non-local functionals on conical defects. However, as distinct from the integral curvature 

(2.10), they include in general non-integrable singularities like .sn(p). Let us consider the 

properties of such functionals on the simplest examples. 

A.2. Integral of R2 

Without loss of generality, assume that metric (2.1) does not depend on the angle 

variable¢. In this case, introducing a new radial coordinate x = ~' one can on M 0 write 

the curvature at the singular point as a decomposition 

2 2 ( 1 u' 4o-1 xu' · 2 R = (1 - a o-1x) -- - - + 0-1- + O(a )) 
a2 xu2 u u2 

(2.12) 

where u' = ~- Using this it can be shown that the following equality 

f_ R2= { R2+2R(0)I1(a)+X(a,a) 
}Ma lM 0 /E 

· (2.13) 

1 1 
X(a,a) = -:4R(0)I2(a) + a

2
h(a) (2.14) 

holds at small values of the regularization parameter. Here the relation -4o-1 = R(p = 
0) = R(0) has been used and h(a) denote the integrals 

1
00 u~ 41r (1 - a 3

) 
J1(a)=2rn dx(-r)= 

3 2 , 
O u2 O'. 

I2(a) = 2rn dxx(-f)2u~ , 1
00 u' 

0 u 

1
00 dx u~ 2 , 

fa(a) = 2rn -(-) u 2 
0 X u2 

(2.15) 
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The quantity J1(a) that enters into the finite part of the integral R2 does not depend 

on-choice of the regularization function u(p,a) and it is determined only by asymptotics 

(2.5). However, J2(a) and fa(a) change under variations of u(p), including coordinate 

transformations. Taking this into account there is no reason to consider such terms in 

(2.13) separately and so they were gathered in a combination X(a, a). It follows from the 

form of (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) that X(a,~) should be an invariant function, singular 

in the limit a -+ 0. It is also important that at small conical deficits X( a, a) vanishes as 

fast as (1 - a)2 and only finite terms in (2.13) dominate. This can be proved in gener,al 

with the help of equation (2.4) but it is better to demonstrate for particular regularization 

(2.7) 

I ( } = 16,r(l - a 2
)

2 (a2 + 3a + 1) 
2 a 15a2 (1 + a)3 . 

I (a)= 81r(l - a
2

)
2 (8a

2 + 9a + 3) 
3 15a4 (1 + a)3 

(2.16) 

The above consideration teaches that (2.13) and other similar.invariant functionals 

cannot have a strict mathematical meaning in the presence of conical singularities. Nev-
1 

ertheless, the structure of singular terms in these integrals can be described and, as will 

be shown, in some important cases all of them cancel each other or not contribute to the 

considered quantities leaving there finite terms not depending on the regularization. 

A.3. Polyakov-Liouville action 

This is an example of the non-local functional playing an import<!-nt role in two

dimensional quantum gravity since it is result of integrating the conformal anomaly. It 

looks as follows [16) 

WPL= J R'ifJ (2.17) _ 

where 'Ip is a solution of the equation: 

□'ifJ=R . (2.18) 

Consider (2.17) on the regularized space Ma and make use of (2.8). Then (2.18) solves 

as follows 

'ifJ = -a-+ "Pc 
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JP u½ 
1Pc = --'-2log p + C Pdp + E (2.19) 

where 1Pc is a sblution of equation (2.18) for the smoothed cone C with the curvature 

R,c = u~/(pu2), C and E are constants. It should be noted that only for C = ~ this can 

be written in everywhere regular form 

1 21P U2 -a 1 1Pc = - --dp + E 
a o p' 

(2.20) 

and, moreover, the function 1/Jc coincides in the limit a -+ 0 with the corresponding 

solution on the conical space C"' 

(1- a) 
1Pc-+ 1/Jc = 2--logp + E 

a 
(2.21) 

where the possible singular term ~ In a absorbed in redefinition of constant E. The 

function 1/J is important for analysis of quantum effects on gravitational background and 

enters into the formulas for the energy density of the Hawking radiation and black hole 

entropy [7]. 

The non-local action (2.17) on regularized two-dimensional manifold Ma can be writ

ten in a more suitable form 

WPL[Ma] = 1c (Rc1/Jc - 2aRc + a□ca) (2.22) 

Obviously, the second and third terms in the r. h. s. of (2.22) give a regular contributions 

when regularization is taken off. Taking into account equation (2.11), one gets when 

Co,-+ Co, 

fc a Re -+ 41r(l - a)a(0) (2.23) 

where a(0) can be zero, if the asymptotics (2.2) is assumed. Besides, the limit 

( a□ca -+ r a□ca = WPL[Mo,/E] 
le. le 

(2.24) 

can be identified with the contribution to the Polyakov-Liouville action from the regular 

points of M"'. The remaining term in (2.22) for E = 0 has a nonlocal form 

i l
oo u' loo u' 1P u1/2 - a 

_ Rc1/Jc = 21ra ~1/Jc(p)dp = 21ra 3; 2 dp 312 dp' = X(a,a) 
Ca O u2 o U O U 

. (2.25) 
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As one can see, X(a,a) is regular in the limit a-+ 0 (for the regularization (2.6) depen

dence on a is absent) but depends on the form of the regularization function u. From 

equation (2.4) other important property follows that when a-+ 1 the function X(a,a) 

vanishes as (1 - a) 2
• 

Finally, one obtains the action (2.17) on Ma in the form 

WPL[M 0 ] = WPL[Ma/E] + 81r(l - a)1/J(E) + X(a) (2.26) 

where 1/J = -a is a solution of equation (2.18) when a = 1, E is a singular point and 

X(a) = X(a, a= 0): Thus the non-local action WPL turns out to be finite (in the limit 

a -+ 0) but regularization dependent. 

We will return to equation (2.26) in section 3. 

B. Higher-dimensional case 

The technique can be extended now to higher dimensions. Let us consider a two

dimensional cone C"' embedded in the Riemann d-dimensional manifold Ma so that near 

the singularity (p = 0) the metric is represented as 

d-2 

ds 2 = e"(dp2 + p2d,p2 + 1),;i(0) + h;i(0)p2)d0;d0i + ... ) = e"ds2 

i,j=l 

(2.27) 

where ... means terms of higher power in p2 and <p runs from O to 21ra. For convenience 

we prefer to use the same parametrization as in two dimensions but, as distinct from 

this case, the singular set now is a (d - 2)-dimensional surface E with coordinates {0;} 

and metric ')'ij(O). Near it M"' looks as a direct product C0 x E. One can also consider 

Ma having a number of .singular sets E;, each with the c_orresponding conical angle a;. 

Hereafter the metric will be assumed not to depend on c.p at least in the small region of 

E. 

The metric (2.27) can be regularized with a parameter a as in two dimensions by 

changing the gPP component in the conical part 

d-2 

ds2 = e"(u(p,a)dp2 + p2d<t,2 + L (,;i(0) + h;i(0)p2)dfid0i + ... ) (2.28) 
id=l 

The curvature tensors for a manifold Ma with metric (2.28) and evaluation of the geo

metrical quantities in the limit a .:..... 0 are similar to that we considered in two dimensions. 
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Leaving the details for Appendix A, it. should be mentioned that only the two-dimensional 

conical part of (2.28) gives rise to the singular contributions. 

We begin with formulas for components of the Riemann tensor that can be represented 

near E as 

(o)Rµvo,{3 = Rµvo,/J + 2,r(l - o:) ((nµn 0 )(nvnfJ) - (nµn{J)(nvn 0 )) <li; 

(o) Rµv = Rµv + 2,r(l - o:)(nµnv )8i; 

<0 > R = R + 4,r(l - o:)Di; (2.29) . 

where Di; is the delta-function: IM J Di; = IE J; nk = ntdxµ are two orthonormal vectors 

orthogonal to E, (nµnv) = I:;=I n!nt and the quantities Rµvo/3• Rµv and Rare computed 

in the regular points M 0 /E by the standard method. 

A consequence of (2.29) is the following important formula for the integral curvature 

of M 0 

1 <0 > R = 4,r(l -· o:)Ai; + f R 
Ma }Ma/E 

(2.30) 

where Ai; = IE is the area of E. Equation (2.30) already appeared in a number of recent 

publications for particular cases [6] and it was virtually implied in results of [13]. If M., 

has a number of singular surfaces E; with different conical deficits 2,r(l - o:;) then the 

first term in (2.30) should be changed by the sum over all E;. 

As arbitrary functionals on M., are concerned, we give, as an example, the integrals of 

quadratic combinations i13 Rµv>.p• The chosen ~egularization leads to the following results 

(for details see Appendix A): 

!Ma R
2 

= !Ma/E R
2 + (211 - ~~~ = ~~ 12) 1 (R - RE)+ 8,r(l - o:) 1 RE+ 

4
(d ~ 

1
/2 l QE + Y(o:)AE , (2.31) 

1 2 1 2 1 . (d (3d - 4) ) f 
Ma Rµv = Ma/E Rµv + (d - 1) 2/1 - 16 /2 }E (R- RE)+ 

(d ~ l) (11 + ~/2) 1 QE + ~Y(o:)AE , (2.32) 
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!Ma R;vo,{3 = La/E R;vo,{3 + (d ~ l) (211 - ~/2) 1 (R- RE)+ 

(d ~ l) (411 - i12) 1 Qi;+ Y(o:)Ai; 

where Y(o:) is a quantity divergent in the limit a-+ 0 and 

Q - dR µ V 0, /3 R µ V 
E - 2 µov{Jn; n; ni. ni - µvn; ni 

(2.33) 

Ford= 2 expression (2.31) coincides with that derived in the previous section. As in two 

dimensions, integrals (2.31)-(2.33) contain both divergent (Y(o:)) and dependent on the 

regularization (/2( o:)) terms and can be brought into the same form as (2.13) by gathering 

these terms together. In this case the remaining part of (2.31)- (2.33) will be a sum of 

the integrals over the smooth dbmain of Ma and regularization-independent additions 

in the form of surface integrals depending on either internal or external geometry of E. 

Obviously, one can proceed in this .way and obtain similar expressions for .functionals 

being higher order curvature polynomials on Ma- These examples follow below. 

3 Applications 

A. Generalized variational principle 

As the first straightforward application of equation (2.30), we consider the variational 

principle generalized on a class of manifolds admitting conical singularities. It can be 
. \ 

used, for instance, in the description of gravitational effects caused by cosmic strings. 

The gravitational action including a cosmic string with the tension µ and 2-dimensional ,, . 
worldsheet E reads 

W = -16~G JR+µ h = Wgr + µ h (3.1) 

Without loss of generality we assume that manifolds ori which (3.1) is defined do not· have 

the boundaries. Consider thi; functional on the spaces Ma with conical singularities 

distributed over E and represent it, according to (2.30), as follows: 

( 
(1 - o:) ) r 

W[Ma] = Wgr[Ma/E] + - 4,rG + µ JE (3.2) 

11 



The form of (3.2) can be used now to find its variations on the given class of singular 

spaces, but without fixing the actual value of the deficit angle at the conical singularity. 

Thus, it is easy to see that, apart from the standard Einstein equations following from 

the first regular term in the r. h, s. of (3.2), the independent change of the metric on E 

results in the additional condition 

l -a= 411"Gµ (3.3) 

being the weli-known relation between the string tension µ and the conical angle deficit 

[l]. Condition (3.3) is analogous to the "surface Einstein equations" in the presence of 

matter shells [17] that can also be obtained from variations· of the gravitational functional 

[14]. As is seen, in the absence of strings (3.3) is satisfied only at the vanishing deficit 

angle, a = l. Therefore, even in the generalized variational principle the. extrema of the 

Einstein action in ~acuum are realized on the smooth manifolds. The same conclusion 

was previously derived in [14] for a minisuperspace model. On the other hand, spaces 

with a number of different conical defects cannot be extrema of the vacuum functional. 

B. Topological characteristics of Ma 

Let us turn to definition of the Euler numbers x and the Hirtzebruch signature T 

on manifolds with conical singularities. We are interested in these quantities so far as 

they· are expressed through the integrals on powers of the Riemann tensor to which the 

regularization technique introduced above can be naturally applied. To be more specific, 

consider such a characteristic, say X, on Ma as a limit of this quantity taken on the 

converging sequence Ma 

x[Ma] = -Jim x[Ma] = X (3.4) 
Ma~Ma 

By definition, the right hand side of (3.4) is only determined by the topology of the 

smo9th spaces and does not depend on the regularization parameter. Therefore, topolog

ical characteristics like x of a singular manifold Ma sifnply coincide with those of Ma 

and should lie well-defined integral invariants. Our aim now is to find a concrete integral 

representation of x and T for Ma-

12 
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Bl. Euler numbers 

To begin with, let us investigate the simplest example when Mer is a closed four

dimensional space with one singular surface E. For its regularized analog Mer the Euler 

number reads 

X = 32171"2 JMQ (R2 - 4R;v + R;ver{J) (3.5) 

Using (2.31)-(2.33) and going from Mer to Mer one obtains from,(3.5) a finite expression 

x[Mer] = 39
1 

2 1 (R2 
- 4R;v + R!ver/3) + (1 - a)x[E] 

~11" MQ/E 
(3.6) 

where all the terms depending on th~ regularization are mutually ~ancelled. Formula (3.6) 

gives the desired representation for x[Mer] in which the first term in the r. h. s. is the 

contribution to the integral from the regular points, and x[:E] = -:}; Jr; Rr; is the Euler 

number of the surface E. 

Equation (3.6) can be generalized to higher even dimensions d ,,; 2p. Without loss of 

generality, we confine ourselves to the compact spaces without boundaries. In this case, 

the Euler number of a 2p-dimensional smooth manifold M is given by the integral [18] 

X = Cp JM £2p../gd2
Px (3.7) 

where £,P is the following quantity 

,Cp = fµl µ2 ... µ2p-l 1-'2p t:"111'2 ·••ll2p-} Vlp Rll1~2V2 ... Rµ,2~;.1~;,2:.1~ (3.8) 

and the constant Cv is 
1 

Cp = 22(p+l)71"Pp! (3.9) 

Now let manifold in (3.7) be a smooth approximation M 0 of a 2p-dimensional space 

Mer with a singular 2(p- 1 )-dimensional surface E. Then the Riemann tensor of Mer can 

be represented as the sum 

R'w - Rµv ,· + Rµv · er{J - (reg) er{J (con) er{J (3.10) 

of a term remaining regular when the regularization is taken off and a term R{,'.;,n) o/3 

provided by the conical singularity. The latter has only one non-trivial component (see 

(A.3)): 

1 u~ R</>p = -~2 
(con) </>p a2 2xu (3.11) 

13 



where x = ~ and it is assumed that M., in the vicinity of E is covered by coordinates 

{ ¢,, p, (.Ji} with metric (2.28). Inserting (3.10) into (3.8) one gets a polynomial with respect 

to Rf:On) .,13• However, due to antisymmetricity of the t-tensor only the first order of this 

quantity survives and 

£ = c,reg + 4Pt . . t,f,pji ... ;,,_2 R,f,p Ri' iJ . Ri2._-3i2,.-2 
P p ,f,p,, ···12p-2 (con) ,f,p JIJ2 ·• • J2p-3J2p-2 (3.12) 

where indices ik and jk run from 1 to 2p - 2. This means that no singularities appear in 

(3.12) in the limit a -+ 0 apart from an integrable a-function resulting in a surface addition 

on E. To evaluate it, choose the normal vectors nk to E so that n1 = {ni,0, ... ,0} and 

n2 = {O, n;, 0, ... , 0}. Then the t-tensor reads 

1 2 
t,t,pi, ... ; 2._2 = n,f,npti, ... i,c,-,> 

where t;1 ... i,c,-i> is the rank 2(p - 1) Levi-Civita tensor on E. Due to the orthonormality 
' 

of the vectors nk, the product of t-tensors in (3.12) becomes the product of their 2(p - l )-

dimensional analogs 

f . . t,f,pj, ... ;,,_2 - t' . tj, ... i>,-2 
cf>p11 ... 12p-2 - 11 ···•2p-2 

Besides, so far as the extrinsic curvatures of the surface E vanish due to the isometry, the 

Gauss-Codacci equations [19] enable one to identify Ri•~;im on E with the components of 

the Riemann tensor of this surface. Thus, in the limit a -+ 0 one obtains the integral 

x[Ma] = ep f £p + 81rpep(l - a) f £(p-1J 
j.Ma/E }r, 

(3.13) 

where the first term in r. h. s. is eval'-\ated in the regular points of M., and £(p-l) takes 

. the form. (3.8) defined with respect to the metric on E. Finally, comparing this with (3. 7) 

and using identity C(p-l) = 8p1rcp one gets the desired formula for the Euler number (3. 7). 

We will write this for the general case when M 0 has several singular surfaces E; with the 

conical deficits 21r(l - a;) 

·x[Ma] = Cp 1 £,p + L(l - a;)x(E;] 
.Ma/E i 

(3.14) 

As was expected the whole expression does not depend on the regularization and repro

duces (3.6) as a particular case. This formula is also valid for a two-dimensional space 

14 

,:j 

~

. 

' 

·~ 

when the Euler number is proportional to the integral curvature and the singular surfaces 

are the point sets. In this case (3.14) is a consequence of (2.10) if one takes into account 

that x = 1 for a point. 

It is worth mentioning as well that (3.14) reminds a formula for the Euler characteristic 

of polygons where each vertex gives a contribution in X determined by the corresponding 

angular defect (20]. 

The case is of special interest when M., possesses a continuous isometry rotation 

group in the polar coordinate¢, (Eq. (2.27)) and all the singular surfaces in·(3.14) have 

equal angles a; = a. Then, if a = 1, the space is everywhere smooth. Otherwise, when 

a =/ 1, M., can be obtained by the following chain of continuous topology preserving 

deformations: Maoal -+ Ma=l. -+ M., -+ M.,. Therefore, one can identify the Euler . 

numbers x[M.,] = x[Ma=i], which results, due to (3.14), in the interesting formula 

reducing the number x of a manifold M., to that of the fixed points set of its abelian 

isometry 

x[Ma=il = Lx(E;] (3.15) 

where we made use of the fact that for the given case the volume term in (3.14) equals 

ax[M.,=1]- Equation (3.15) can be illustrated for the deformed hyperspheres S~ (8] with 

the conical deficits of the polar angle. Thus, the singular set of S';, consists of its "north_" 

and "south" poles. Each of these points has x = 1 and one gets from (3.15): x(S2
] = 

1 + 1 = 2. On the other hand, the singular surface of S~ (d ~ ~) is Sd-2 and from (3.15) 

the known identity x(Sd] = x[Sd-2] follows. Note· that equation _(3.15) is valid only for 

spaces with continuous isometry in ¢, and it is violated for arbitrary kind orbifolds with 

conical singularities .. 

B2. Hirtzebruch signature 

We confine the analysis to the four-dimensional case that is of the most importance 

in applications. The Hirtzebruch signature r on the smooth spaces without boundaries is 

represented by the integral (18] 

1 1 ' 
T = 961r2 .M Rµ11a/3Rµ11 'Y'ut"'/3-ru ,.jgd4x (n6) 
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Consider this integral on the regularized space Ma and use equation (3.10) to extr·act 

th~· term giving a singular contribution to the· curvature tensor when regularization is 

removed. Due to the Levi-Civita tensor, the only additional surface Lerm that can appear 

in (3.16) is defined by the quantity 

R R
p,J, ijp,J, 

p,J,ij (con) p,J,E 

where Rp,J,ij are regular components of the Riemann tensor taken on the singular surface 

E and ij indic.es are referred to its coordinates. However, taking into account the behavior 

(2.27) of the metric near E one_ can show that Rp,t,ij = 0 and the surface terms are absent. 

Therefore, the Hirtzebruch signature on Ma has the sam_e form as that on the smooth 

manifolds; it is given by the integral over the regular region 

[M l 1 1 ·R , Rµ.v afh" r,;d4 
T a = 96 2 µ.va{J ,,,E V g X 

7r Ma/E, , 
(3.17) 

One can• also obtain r[Ma] in higher dimensions and show that, similar to (3.17), it is 

represented by the integral over region Ma/E without extra surface terms. 

C. Lovelock gravity 

Now a natural ·question arises: can one indicate higher order curvature polynomials 

not reducible to' topological characteristics but still having strict meaning on the conical 

singularities? The answer is positive. To begin with, let us note ~hat the integral of 

(R2 -:-4R~,, +·R~va{J) is the topological invariant only in four dimensions where it is reduced 

to a total d~rivative. Nevertheless, as one can show with the help of (2.31 )-(2.33), this 

integral, having extended to higher dimensions, will be strictly defined as before and can 

be represented in the same form as its topological analog (3.6). 

The given integral combination is a particular example of the so-called Lovelock grav

ity [21] and its property holds also for the general Lovelock gravitational action. This 

functional is introduced on a cl-dimensional Riemannian manifold as the following poly

nomial 

kd J I kd W - ). __ 5[v1"2•·•"2p-1"2p] R/1-1/1-2 R/l-2p-l/l-2p = ). W, 
L - L P 22Pp! (µ.1µ.2•••/l-2p-1/l-2p) v,v,·•· "2p-1"2p - L P P 

p=l p=l 

(3.18) 

where o/j is the totally antisymmetrized product of the Kronecker symbols and kd is 

(d - 2)/2 (or (d - 1)/2) for even (odd) dimension d. In the 4-dimensional case there is 
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only one term W1 = ½ JR in this functional and it is reduced to the Einstein action. It 

was argued (22] that the gravitational action similar to (3.18) arises in the low-energy 

expansion of string models. Moreover, due to antisymmetrization, no derivatives higher 

than second order appear in the equations in the Lovelock theory [21] and it turns out to 

be free of ghosts when expanding about flat space [22]. 

The fact that the Lovelock action is a finite a'ud well-defined functional on manifolds 

with conical singularities can be proved along the lines given for the Euler characteristics. 

Indeed, each the integral WP in WL can be shown by using the properties of the Levi

Civita tensor to be a dimensional extension of the corresponding Euler number x (3. 7). 

Thus, the analysis showing that WP is finite on Ma and independent of the regularization 

is completely the same as that give~ for X· The important things one should use for this 

are the antisymmetricity property and a helpful relation 

n 

0(v, ... v,.) = ""'(-l)k+15v•5(v, .. v, .. v,.] 
(µ., ... µ.,.] 0 /1-1 (µ., .. ,, •.. µ..) 

(3.19) 
k=l 

After a simple algebra the Lovelock action on Ma can be represented as the sum of the 

volume and surface parts 

kd-1 

· WL[Ma] = WL[Ma/E] + 21r(l - a) L Ap+l Wp(E] (3.20) 
p=O 

where the first term is the action computed at the regular points and the second one is a 

Lovelock's action given on the singular surface. It should be stressed that integrals Wv[E] 

are defined completely in terms of the Riemann tensor on E 

W [E] = _l_ { 5!i, ... i_2p]R;,;,_ .· ••• Ri2p--:ii2p _ 
p 22Pp! }r, (j, ... J2p) J1J2 J2p-lJ2p 

(3.21) 

and Wo = fr.• 
Formula (3.20) can be used to investigate the equations following from the extrema 

of WL(Ma)- The variations of this functional at fixed a result in the normal Lovelock 

equations (21] and the surface ones 

(

kd-1 ) 
21r(l _ a) ""'>. 0ii,_i2---_hp-1_hp Ri1i2_ .••• Ri2p--:1i2p. + >. 0; 

~ p+l UJ12···'2p-ll2p ]1)2 J2p-1J2p l l 

. p=l . 

= 118f (3.22) 
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where µ is the density of a matter distributed over E. The latter equation generalizes· 

relation (3.3) between string tension and polar angle deficit in the Einstein theory. Re

markably, in the higher dimensional case, an essential feature comes out: even if µ = 0, 

(3.22) may have non-trivial solutions different from these with a = 1. This means that 

singular manifolds Ma can be extrema in the pure Lovelock gravity. However, further 

discussion of this point is outside the aim of this paper. 

D. Calculus of black hole entropy 

Manifolds with conical singularities naturally appear in the path integral approach 

to gravitational thermodynamics in the presence of the Killing horizons [6]-[8],[26]. Let 

the space-time possess a globally defined time-like Killing vector 81 and be static. Then 

the free energy of a field system at temperature T = (3-1 can be shown to coincide, up 

to multiplier /3, with an effective action functional W(/3) given on an Euclidean section 

M13 of the corresponding background manifold. The time coordinate T of this Euclidean 

space has to be periodical with the period (3. In the case of the Killing horizon E, M13 

acquires conical singularities on this surface and can be described near it by the metric 

(2.27) with a = /n. Here /Ji/ is the Hawking temperature at which conical singularities 

vanish and at which the black-hole thermodynamics is considered. However, to get the 

entropy S from the partition function Z(/3) according to the standard definition 

S = (-/3 :/3 + 1) In Z(/3)1/3=/JH (3.23) 

one should put /3 to'be slightly different from f3H- In terms of the effective action equation 

(3.23) can be re;,ritten as 

S = ( a :a -1) W(Ma) (3.24) 

where for the background manifold the previous notation Ma has been introduced a,rid 

a= /3/31/. Several examples how this formula can be used in the framework of the given 

regularization approach follow below. 

DI. Higher-derivative gravity 

Consider the following gravitational action being quadratic in the curvature tensor: 

W = J ..jgddx (-
16

~GR + a1R2 + a2Rµv Rµv + aaRµv>-.p Rµv>-.p) (3.25) 
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The first term in (3.25) is the standard Einstein action, whereas the others are usually 

motivated by necessity to get rid off the one-loop ultraviolet divergences. 

Obviously, a straightforward application of (3.24) to calculate the black hole entropy 

in such a theory faces a difficulty so far as the higher order terms are ill-defined on the 

conical singularities and first one should change Ma by its regular analog [7). Then the 

formulas (2.31)-(2.33) give the following expressions valid for any dimension d: 

f R = a f R + 4ir(l - a) f , 
}Ma }Ma=l }r, 

(3.26) 

/Ma R
2 = a La=t R

2 + Sir(l - a) i R + O((l - a)2) , (3.27) 

f wv Rµv = a f Rµv Rµv + 4ir(l - a) f Rµvnfn'f + 0((1 - a)2
) , 

}Ma }Ma=t Jr; 
(3.28) 

1 Rµv>-.pRµv>-.p=a f Rµv>-.pRµv>-.p+Sir(l-a) f Rµv>-.pnfn1nini+O((l-a)2) , 
Ma }Ma=t }r; 

(3.29) 
" 

where nf are two orthonormal vectors orthogonal to the horizon surface E. To get (3.26)

(3.29) we made use of the fact that Ma is static and of the Gauss-Codacci identity on 

E: 

R -R+2R µv R µvpq . - E µvni ni -. µ,pvuni ni nj~j 

in which the second fundamental forms are absent due to the symmetry. The first integrals 

in (3.26)-(3.29) are defined on the smooth space at a= l, they are proportional to a and 

do not affect the entropy S. As for the terms O((1-a)2) in (3.27)-(3.29), they depend on 

the regularization prescription and turn out to be singular in the limit M 0 -+ Ma, but 

they do not contribute to S and the energy of the system at the Hawking temperature 

(a = 1). Indeed, from (3.24) and (3.26)-(3.29) one obtains for S the following integral 

over the horizon E 

S = 
4
~Ar; - i (Sira1R + 4ira2Rµvnfn'f + Sira3Rµv>-.pnfnfn7nj) (3.30) 

Remarkably, this expression differs from the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy S = 4~Ar; in the 

Einstein gravity by the contributions depending both on internal and external geometry 

of the horizon due to higher order curvature terms in (3.25). It is easy to see that the 
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effect of internal geometry of ~ is reduced to the integral curvature of this surface. In 

four dimensions (d = 4) this, being a topological invariant, is an irrelevant addition to S. 

It is worth noting that exactly the same expression can be derived by the Noether 

charge method suggested by Wald [27]. A difference, between two approaches is that the 

Wald's method seems to be more general, but it is defined on the equations of motion, 

whereas the above derivation of (3.30) can be also applied off-shell. A general proof of 

their equivalence when taken on-shell has been given in [28}. 

D2. Lovelock gravity 

The expression (3.30) can be generalized to the theory with the gravitational action 

being an arbitrary polynomial in the Riemann. tensor. A relevant example is again the 

Lovelock gravity, where the static black-hole solutions do exist [23} and their thermody

namics can be treated along lines of thermodynamics in the Einstein gravity [24}. The 

entropy of a hole in this case can be inferred from the Lovelock action (3.20) associi}ted 

with the free energy 

, ( a , ) kd-1 

S = a Ba - 1 WL(Ma)la=l = -27r ~ Ap+l WP(~) (3.31) 

and it turns out to depend only on the internal geometry of~- Formula (3.31) has been 

previously derived in the Hamiltonian approach in [25}, whereas arguments based_on the 

dimensional coittinuation of the Euler characteristics have been used for its derivation in 

[13}. 

D3. Two-dimensional quantum models 

Two-dimensional models of quantum gravity represent a remarkable example when 

the one-loop effective action W can be found explicitly. Thus, in the 2d dilaton gravity 

W is the combination 

of the classical dilaton action 

C , 

W=Wo--WpL 
961r 

W0 =- j d2xytg[F(<I>)R+G(<I>)(V<1>)2+U(<I>)] 
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(3.32) 

(3.33) 

and the Polyakov-Liouville functional (2.17) generated by the quantum effects, c 1s a 

constant associated with the central charge. 

The contribution of classical action W0 (3.33) to the entropy can easily be found using 

equation (3.23): 

So= 41rF(•h) (3.34) 

where <I>i. is the value of the dilaton field <1> at the horizon which in two dirriensions is 

a point Xh• This expression coincides with that previously obtained in [30}. As for the 

quantum correction to S, it can be derived using formula (2.26) that defines Wp£ on 

conical singularities and the fact that X(a) ::::: (1 - a)2• From (2.26) one immediately 

finds 
• C 

S1 = 
12 

v,(xh) (3.35) 

The total entropy for the effective action (3.32) reads 

C 
S =So+ S1 = 41rF(<I>h) + 12 1Ph (3.36) 

In conformal gauge one puts 1Ph = u1,. Again this result coincides with that previously 

obtained by means of the Wald method [32]. We seen that the function 1/J(x) is not 

uniquely defined; one may add any solution of the homogeneous equation w(x): □w = 0. 

The concrete choice of w(x) means the specification of the quantum state of the system and 

it can be found from appropriate boundary conditions [32}. Finally, it is worth noting that 

the last term in (3.36) determines a correction which comes from the conformal anomaly 

and for the dilaton holes it leads to a logarithmic dependence of the entropy on the mass 

of the hole [7], [31}. 
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Appendix 

Here we present some technical details omitted in section 2. Thus, to compute the 

curvature on the regularized space M 0 , one can take into account that the metric (2.28) 

is of the form gµv = e" 9µv and then make use of the formulas for the curvature tensors of 

two conformally related manifolds 

where 

R[g] = e-" ( R[g] + ~(d - l)o-0

0 ) 

Wv[g] = e-" ( Wvfg] + i((d - 2)uµv + 5µvu"0 )) 

Rµvo/J[g] = e-" ( Rµvo/J[g] + 5[[0<7vbJ) 

- - - - - l_ - 2 <7 µv = -2'7 µ V v<7 + V µ<7'1 v<7 - 29µv(Vu) 

For metric 9µv (2.28) we have in the vicinity of p = 0: 

-</> 1 u~ 2 R p,t,p = 2 -
2 

- + O(a ) 
a XU 

- 1 U~ XU~ 2 
R = -- - h(l - -) + O(a ) , 

PP a2 2xu 2u 

-"' 1 u~ h 2 
R"' = 2-2 2 - - + O(a ) ' a XU U 

- 1 u~ h ( xu~) O( 2 ) R = --+ Rr:, - - 4- - + a 
a2 xu2 u u 

(A.I) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

where h = ,yiih;; and we introduced the variable x = ~; Rr:, is the scalar curvature of 

E. Other components of the curvature tensors do not contain the terms divergent in the 

limit a -.-0. As for the tensor u µv (A.2), near the point p = 0 its components read 

, xu' 
Upp= -80-1 + 40-1-x + O(a2

) ' 
u 

u"',t, = -8<71 + O(a2
) , 

u 

0 6' ( 1 1 XU~) O( 2) 0-
0
=-l <71 ----2 + a 

u 4 u 
(A.4) 

It is easy to see that in the limit a -+ 0 only the two-dimensional conical part of the metric 

' gµv gives singular contributions to the curvature tensors whereas the terms in (A.3) result 

ip regular additions. Finally, taking into account the form of the volume element 

dµ = a2e-d"l2u½(l + !a2x2h)_Fjxdxd<pdd-2 0 
2 

one obtains equations (2.29 ). 
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Consider now the integrals of quadratic curvature combinations on M 0 ; ,By using 

(A.2), (A.3), (A.4) in the limit a-+ 0 it can be shown that 
' ( 

1. R2=a1 R2 +81r(l-a) f Rr:,-.(s1i-i12) f h+ 
Mo Mo=t }r; }r:, 

((d -4)12 - 16(d - 1) (11 -t12)) h <71 + :2l3Ar:, , (A.5) 

'1 R!v = al R!v + (~ 12 :-- 21i) r h + 
Ma Mo=l }r:, 

( !(d - 4)12'- 4d (11 - !12)) f o-1 + -1 
l3Ar:, 

2 4 }r:, 2a2 
. (A.6) 

"'j 

1 Rtvo/3 =' a·1 R!vo/3 + ~12 f h + , 
Ma Ma=l }r, 

((d - 4) - 16 (11 - i12)) h 0-1+ :213Ar:, (A:7) 

where Ar:, = Jr:, _Fjdd-20 is the area of the singular surface E. By means of identities 
• ' ' I .;~ .• \, ' • 

(A.I) the integrals Jr:, hand Jr:, o-1 can be written in a coordinate invariru:itform in terms 
. ~ . 'lL ; I 

of the curvature tensors for the initial metric gµv (2.27): '',,. . - . , ·' 

r h f(dR. •' µ V ,\ p IR. µ v) }r:, = }r:, 4 µpv,\n; n;n;n; - 2 µvn; n; 

S(d - 1) 1 <71 = h (Rr:, - R- dRµpv,\nfn;nJnj + 2Rµvnfnr) '(A.8) 

Finally, when using (A.8), expressions (A.5), (A.6), (A. 7) take the inva:ri~nt form of 

equations (2.31), (2.32), (2.33). 
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1 <l>ypcaen )]..B., CoJIOAyxm1 C.H. 
06 om1cam111 pHMaHOBOH l'COMeTpHH B npHCyTCTIIHH KOHWleCKHX CHllryJillpHO~Tei-i 

£2-95-28 · 

Ha MHOl'006pa3Hl!X Ma• C KOHH'leCKHMH AecpeKTaMH (HJIH CHHryJillpHOCTllMH) TOilOJIOrHH 

C x L pa3BHBaeTCll noCJieAOBaTeJibHblH IlOAXOA K OilHCaHHIO HHTerpaJibllblX cpyHKL\HOHa..'IOII a _ , . _ , _ . . , 

m1napHa1IT11blX npH KOOPAHHaTHblX npeo6pa3onaHHllX. CorJiaCHO npeAJiaraeMOMY npeAn11caHmo· 
Ma paccMaTpHBalOTCll KaK npeAeJibl CXOAllll\HXCll IlOCJieAOBaTeJibHOCTe11 rnaAKHX MIICJl'006pa3HH. 

3TO Il03B0JilleT .IlpHAaTb CTpOrHH MaTeMaTWleCKHH CMblCJI pll/lY HHBapHaHTHblX HHTerpa..'lbHblX 
nenwm11 11a Ma 11 11cno,1b30BaTb 11x e np11JIOJKe1111six: B 11acT110CTH, 11ai-iAeHo 11ettoe npeACTaBJieHHe 

• •~ I 

AJ!ll lJHCeJI 3i-inepa H CHmarypb1°XHp'-1e6pyxa B npHCYTCTBHH KOHH'leCKHX CHHry.111pHOCTei1, KaK 
noKa3brnaeTCll, MHOl'OMep11aS1 rpaeHTal\Hll JloeeJIOKa 11a·. Ma 'rnKJKe xopowo -~npeAenetta 11 

··rpanHTal\HOHHOe AeHCTBHe B 3TOH TeopHH BbllJHCJilleTCSI, )].pyroi-i PllA npHJIOJKeHHH CIJSl~aH C pac11e
TOM 3HTpOnHH 11epHblX Ablp B rpanHTal\H~ C Bb!ClllHMH npOH3BOAHblMH H B KBaHTOBblX ABYMepHblX 
MOAeJISJX;. 011 OCHOBaH 11a ee. 11enocpeACTBeHHOM CTaTHCTHKO~MexaHH'leCKOM BblBOAe B IlOAXOAe 
rH66011ca - XoyKHHra, 0606!1-lellllOM ua c1111ryJIS1pllble MIIOl'006pa3Hll Ma ' 11 AaeT TaKHe JKe 

pe3yJibTaTbl, lJTO H B Apymx MeTOAaX. 

Pa6oTa,BblnOJIHeHa B Jla6op~TOPH11 Teopem,ieCKOH cpH3HKH HM, H.H.lioroJII06oea 011SUf. 

npenp1111T O61,eAHHe1i11oro HIICTHTyTa· SJAepHblX i.1ccJieAOBaH11ii. )].y611a, _ 1995 

Fursaev D.V., Solodukhin S.N. 
. On the Description of the Riemannian Geometry _in the Presence of Conical Defects 

£2~95-28 

. A consistent approach !o the description of integral coordinate invariant functionals of the metric 
_on manifolds Ma with conical defects (or singularities) of the topology Ca x ,Lis developed. According 

to the'proposed prescription Ma are considered as limits of the co~vergingsequences of smooth spaces. 

This enables one to give a strict mathematical meaning to a number of invariant integral quantities on 
Ma and make use of them in applications. In particular, an explicit representation for the Euler numbers 

and Hirtzebruch signature in the presence of conical singularities is found. Also, higher dimensional 
Lovelock gravity on Ma is shown to be well-defined and the gravitational actionin this theory is 

evaluated. Other series of applications is related to computation of black.hole ent~opy in the higher 
derivative gravlty_ and in quantum 2~dimensional niodels. This is based on its direct statistical
mechanical derivation in the Gibbons-Hawking approach, generalized to the singular manifolds 
Ma , and gi~es the same results as in the other methods._ , · 

The in~estigation has been perfo~ed at the Bogoliubov' Labo~atory of Theoretical Physks, JINR. 
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